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A LABORATORY EVALUATION OF ASPHALTIC CONCBETE 
CONTAINING ASPHADUR 
SUMMARY 
A laboratory evaluation of three asphaltic concrete, plant 
produced mixtures containing Asphadur has been made. The mix-
tures represent a type A asphaltic concrete and two type B 
asphaltic concretes. 
The type A and one of the type B mixtures were.used in 
pavements and will be evaluated later for durability and ser-
viceability. The second type B mixture was made only for lab-
oratory testing. 
In each instance, control batches of the same mixtures but 
without Asphadur were made for comparison. 
Type A is a high type asphaltic concrete, requires a min-
imum of .65% crushed particles and is generally used for higher 
traffic volume roads. Type B is used for intermediate or lower 
traffic volumes .and requires a minimum of 30% crushed particles. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In each of the three projects, the addition of Asphadur to 
the asphalt mixtures increased the Marshall stability and.the 
indirect tensile strength. These characteristics certainly 
would increase the resistance of the pavement to deformation 
due to heavy traffic loads or shoving due to accelerating or 
decelerating traffic. 
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We must also remain cognizant of the fact that the high 
temperature to which the mixture is subjected would also tend 
to give test results in the same direction as the Asphadur . 
. ·If the Asphadur negates the hardening effect due to the over-
heating of the asphalt and does, in fact, improve the durability 
and temperature susceptability of the asphalt, then Asphadur 
could become an important tool in certain areas of asphaltic 
concrete usage. 
It appears, at this point, that the most meaningful and 
valid evaluation of the represented characteristics of Asphadur 
must come from performance reports, both visual and by laboratory 
testing, after the pavements have been in usage over periods of 
time. 
It is recommended at this time, that for continued eval-
uation, that Asphadur be considered for additional projects in 
suitable and selected locations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Asphadur is th.e trade name of an Austrian manufactured 
mixture of polymers of unsaturated hydrocarbons of varying 
lengths used with asphaltic concrete to improve its properties. 
Asphadur when added to the asphalt mixture is represented as 
increasing resistance to deformation due to heavy traffic,. 
increasing the durability of the pavement, increasing the 
resistance to wear, decreasing the temperature susceptability 
of the asphalt, and influencing the structure of the asphalt so 
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that a favorable relationship between asphaltines and maltenes 
is achieved. This evaluation was directed primarily in study-
ing the deformation problem through stability and indire.ct 
tensile strength and other related tests, i.e., asphalt content, 
aggregate gradations, etc. No effort was attempted to show any 
chemical change or shift in the composition of asphalt that 
might be effected by Asphadur. 
Plastics can be classified broadly as thermosetting or 
thermoplastic. The thermosetting plastics remain solid at 
elevated temperatures until they reach a temperature at which 
they decompose. Thermoplastics have no definite meltin<;r point 
but become softer with an increase in temperature until they 
become liquid. 
Asphadur is a thermoplastic and at a temperature of about 
400° F. (204° C.), with sufficient shear force, can be mixed 
with asphalt cement or asphaltic concrete. 
Figure l is a photomicrograph of 72X magnification showing 
the Asphadur particles recovered from a mix. These are 'the 
particles that were retained on a No. 325 sieve which has sieve 
openings of 0.045 mm. Note the irregularity of shape and. the 
tendency toward elongation of the particles. 
The most convenient method, at the present, to use Asphadur 
is to introduce the granulated material directly into the pug-
milL · The high shear force of the pugmill, the eleva.ted temper-
ature of the mix, and the increase in mixing time reduce the 
softened Asphadur into small sizes and shapes as shown in 
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Figure 1. Asphadur could be added directly to asphalt cement, 
but.constant agitation would be required for dispersion and 
retaining the homogenous mixture. 
Figure l. Extracted Asphadur 
SCOPE 
An Asphadur mixture was produced from batch plants at the 
following paving plant sites: 
1. Contractor: Iowa Road Builders Co. 
Location of plant: Aines 
Location bf project: 
Length.and description of project: Three batches of 
Asphadur mix along with one control batch were pro-
duced for laboratory testing only. 
2. Contractor: Brower Construction Co. 
Location of plant: Sioux City 
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Location of project: Two locations in Sioux City; 
(l) on Glenn Avenue between St. Aubin and Royce 
Streets and (2) on Floyd Street so.uth of Dace Avenue. 
Length and description of project: (l) The Glenn 
Avenue project was a one-block section on a steep 
inclin.e in a residential area with a stop sign at the 
bottom of the section. It represented a typical prob-
lem area where movement and shoving occurred at the 
stop sign; (2) The one-block section on Floyd Street 
was in an industrialized area that received heavy 
truck traffic from an off ramp of Interstate 29. 
3; Contractor: Cedar Rapids Asphalt and Paving Co. 
Location of plant: Cedar Rapids 
Location of project: At the intersection of U.S. 30 
and West Post Road in Cedar Rapids. The Asphadur 
section was in the westbound lane only, and was 
from the west edge of the intersection extending 
to the east 500 feet. The taper on the westbound 
lane also used the Asphadur mix. 
Six-percent Asphadur based on the weight of the asphalt 
being used was added to the mixes for each of the 3 projects. 
For the Sioux City and the Cedar Rapids projects the mixing 
cycle consisted of 5 seconds of drymixing, 20 seconds of wet 
mixing and 60 seconds of mixing after the addition of the 
Asphadur. 
The mix temperature at delivery from the pugmill for the 
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Sioux City project averaged slightly over 400° F. while at 
Cedar Rapids it was about 385° F. The Asphadur mix produced 
at Ames had a temperature of 350° F. and additional mixing 
times of 2, 3 and 5 minutes. 
The original mix designs, the three projects are based 
upon, are shown in Appendix A. In addition, a laboratory m.ix 
design containing Asphadur is included for the Sioux City proj-
ect. 
The laboratory test results of the three Asphadur mixes 
along with their control batches are shown in Appendix B. The 
indirect tensile strengths were run at 140° F. 
RESULTS 
Ames Project · 
Table 1 shows an increase of Marshall stability and in-
direct tensile strength with the addition of Asphadur, but it 
also indicates these properties along with the laboratory 
density are related to the additional mixing time. The highest 
stability and indirect tensile strength and the lowest density 
are obtained with 2 minutes of additional mixing. As the mix-
ing time.· increases, the stability and tensile strength decrease 
while the density increases. Normally with a decrease in lab-
oratory density the.stability and tensile strength also decrease 
but this condition is reversed with Asphadur in this instance. 
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Table l 
Laboratory Test Results 
Control Batch 
Lab Density (Sp. Gr.) 
Marshall Stability - lbs. 
Ind. Tensile Strength p.s.i. 
Additional Mixing Time 
Asphadur Mix 
Lab Density (Sp. Gr.) 
Marshall Stability - lbs. 
Ind. Tensile Strength p.s.i. 
Additional Mixing Time 
















The mixing time on this project was an additional one 
minute of mixing after the introduction of the Asphadur. Table 
2 shows the test results obtained for this project. The same 
trends are followed as were shown in the Ames Project; although, 
the amount of increase in stability was not as great. 
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Table 2 
Laboratory Test Results. 
Control Batch 
Lab Density (Sp. Gr.) 2.39 2. 39 
Marshall Stability - lbs. 2770 2720 
Ind. Tensile Strength p.s.i. 21.7 26.0 
As~hadur Mix 
Lab Density (Sp. Gr.) 2.32 2.32 2.33 2.33 
Marshall Stability - lbs. 3133 3007 2890 3083 
Ind. Tensile Strength p.s.i. 34.1 30.2 29.2 35.3 




. 23.8 23.8 
Avg. 
2.33 2.33 
2965 3190 3035 
32.7 .32 .8 32.2 
The mixing time on this project again was an additional one 
minute of mixing after the introduction of the Asphadur. The 
stability and the indirect tensile strength increased with the 
use of Asphadur but the laboratory density did not decrease as 
was the case with the other two mixes. The test results are 
shown in Table 3. 
One area that appeared to give a problem that was evident, 
especially in the Sioux City Project, was the probable interfer-
ence of the Asphadur in the sieve analysis. All the Asphadur 
mixes appeared different from the control batches in the "wash" 
portion of the sieve analysis procedure. A bulking effect became 
apparent and difficulty was experienced in washing the samples 
on the No. 200 Sieve. The Sioux City Project gave varying and 
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Table 3 
Laboratory Test Results 
Control Batch 
Lab Density (Sp. Gr.) 
Marshall Stability - lbs. 
Ind. Tensile Strength p.s.i. 
Asphadur Mix 
Lab Density (Sp. Gr.) 2.33 2.34 
.Marshall Stability - lbs. 3408 3170 





2.34 2.34 2.33 
3045 2843 2948 3083 
30.8 28.3 30.0 31.0 
unexpected results of the -200 material, as shown in Appendix B 
(pp. 25-26, 27-28, 29-30). The bulking eff~ct evidently carried 
over to the dry sieving because on the control samples the No. 
200 sieve averaged 8.2% passing, with little deviation between 
. the individual samples. The Asphadur samples on the No •. 200 
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION AMES 






CONTRACTOR IOWA ROAD BLDG. 
SPEC. NO. 
PRO.JF:CT 




FROM WOODWARD EASTE~LY 3.4 MI.; ON IA. 210 FROM I~35 WEST 
PROJ. LOCATION 6.0 MI. TO SLATER; TYPE B BINDER SUBSTITUTED FOR A.T.B. ON 
INTERCHANGE AT AMES 
AGG. SOURCES 3/4' CR. GRAVEL - HALLETT PIT - STORY CO., 
3/4' PIT RUN GRAVEi- ··- HALLETT PIT ·- STORY CO. 
JOB MIX FORMULA AGGREGATE PROPORTIONS: 30X AAT8-299, 70K AAT8-300 
JOB MIX FORMULA - COMBINED GRADATION 
I 1 /~'' I ' · 3/ 4' I /2' 3/8' NO .4 NO. 8 NO. 1«, NlL ;39 . NlL 50 NIL 1 00 NO. 200 
100 89 Tl 61 51 42 32 1(3 7.6 5.8 
TOLERANCE : 98/ I 00 ·7 7 6 
75 BLOW MARSHALL DENSITY 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
PLASTICITY INDEX 
X ASPH. IN MIX 
NUMBER OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY - LBS. 
FLOW - 1-1.01 IN. 
SP.GR. BY DISPLACEMENTILAB DENS.I 
BULK SP. GR. COMB. DRY AGG. 
SP. GR. ASPH. @ 77 F. 
CALC. SOLID SP.GR. 
% VOIDS ·-· CALC. 
h ,E SP. GH. 
% VOIDS -· RICE 
% WATER ABSOHPTION - AG~REGATE 
% VOIDS IN THE MINEHAL AGGREGATE 
% V.M.A. FILLED WITH ASPHALT 




SUGAR CREEK - 1050 POISES 







1 • 031 












2 .. ~~::~ 
2.683 








B ~ :2 














A CONTENT OF 6.00% ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDEb TO START THE JOB. 
COPIES: 
~H. MIX DESIGN 






IOWA ROAD BLDG. 
C. JONES 
D. HINES 
SIGNED: BERNARD C •. BROWN 
TESTING ENGINEER 
* CORRECTED REPORT 
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
MIX, TYPE AND CLASS: 1/2" TYPE B SURFACE LAB NO. ABD8-210 
INTENDED USE: 
SIZE 1 /2' SPEC. NO. DATE REPORTED 10···1 '1-78 
COUNTY WOODBURY PROJECT DEPT. INFO. 
CONTRACTOR BROWER CONST. 
PROJ. LOCATION TWO SECTIONS OF CITY STREETS IN SIOUX CITY-STEEP GRADE-INTERSEC. 
AGG. SOURCES 3/8' CR. LST.-GILMORE CITY-POCAHONTAS C0.1 5/8' QUARTIZITE CHIPS-
DELL RPAIDS-S. DAK.1 CONCRETE SAND-HAWARDEN-SIOUX CO. 
JOB MIX FORMULA AGGREGATE PROPORTIONS: 30% AAT8-5591 30% AAT8-5501 40% AAT8-551 
JOB MIX FORMULA - COMBINED GRADATION 
1-1/2' 1' 3/4' 112" 3/8' N0.4 N0.8 N0.16 N0.30 N0.50 N0.100 N0.200 
1 00 99 82 66 55 42 28 1 5 8. 5 5. 8 
TOLERANCE: ASPHADUR ADDED TO 
75 BLOW MARSHALL DENSITY 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE 
PLASTICITY INDEX 
THE MIX IN THE AMOUNT OF •6.0% BY WT. OF ASPHALT 
2.38 
VISCOSITY SUGAR CREEK -· 1000 POISES 
- X ASPH. IN MIX 
NUMBER OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILiTY - LBS. 
Fl.OW 
S~.GR. BY DISPLACEMENTILAB DENS.I 
BIJLK SP. GR. COMB. DRY AGG. 
SP. GR. ASPH. @ 77 F. 
CALC. SOLID SP.GR. 
' OIDS - CAl..C. 
R.lCE SP. rm. 
Y. VOIDS ··· IUCE 
Y. WATER ABSORPTION - AGGREGATE 
K VOIDS IN THE MINERAL AGGREGATE 
K V.M.A. FILLED WITH ASPHALT 
CALCULATED ASPH.FILM THICKNESSIMICRONSI 





2 .. 32 
2.657 
1 . 033 
2.48 
6.7 












1 .033 1 • 03;3 
2 .. 45 :~ .. 42 
3.7 1 • 9 
2 .. 45 2.40 
3.6 1.9 
0 .. 20· 0 .. 20 
16. 1 16.6 
76.9 88.6 
8.8 10.5 
ASPHADUR WAS NOT CONSIDERED IN THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE TEST 
RESULTS. SEE ABD8-171 !WOODBURY FN-1411 FOR COMPARISON 
CClF"lE:.;: 
--~i. MIX DESIGN 
DEPT. INFO. 
CITY O~ SIOUX CITY 
L. ZEAf;:L.EY 
D. JDIW I SON 






SIGNED: BERNARD C. BROWN 
TESTING ENGINEER 
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
MIX, TYPE AND CLASS: TYPE B SURFACE 
INTENI>ED USE: 
LAB ND. ABD8-171 
SIZE i/2" DATE REPORTED 8-31-78 
COUNTY WOODBURY PROJECT FN-141-11101"·-21-97 
CONTRACTOR BROWER 
PRDJ. LOCATION FROM 3 MILES EAST OF HDRWICK EAST 0.8 MI. 
AGG. SOURCES · 3/8' CR. l...ST .-·GIL.MOl\E CITY -· PIJCAHONTAS GIL; 5/B' l~UAIHZITE 
CHIPS - DELL. RAPIDS, S. DAK.; CONG. SANI>-HAWARDEN SIOUX CD. 
JOB MIX FORMULA AGGREGATE PROPORTIONS: 30% AATB-559; 30% AA'f8-550; 40% AA'fB-551 
.JOB MIX FORMULA -· COMBINED CJl;:ADATION · 
1:1/2" I' 3/4' 1/2' 3/8' N0.4 NO.B NO.t6 N0.30 N0.50 N0.100 N0.200 
100 99 82 66 :55 42 '.!.B I~) B.~> '5.f:I 
TOLERANCE: 98/i 00 . 7 7 6 
75 BL.OW MARSHALL DENSITY 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
PLASTICITY INDEX 
% ASPH. IN MIX 
NUMBER OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY - LBS. 
FLOW ... 0.01 IN. 
SP.GR. BY DISPLACEMENTILAB DENS.) 
BULK SP. GR. COMB. DRY AGG. 
SP. GI\. ASPH. @ T1 F. 
CAL.C. SOL I 11 SP. GR. 
Y VOillS .... CALC. 
1. ..:E SP. Im. 
% VDillS ··· RICE 
% WATER ABSORPTION - AGGREGATE 
% VOIDS IN THE MINERAL AGGREGATE 
% V.M.A. FIL.LED WITH ASPHALT 








2 ~ ~12 
2 ~ 6~:>7 










.... 96!) POISES 
~). 50 6. '.50 
'.')0 50 
22~37 1 B2'.2 
a 1 1 
2,, ~1b 2.:3"1 
2. 6'.57 2 .b'.5"1 
1 • 0:3:3 1 .<):5;'5 
2 .. 45 2~42 
3.1 I ~9 
2.44 2.41 
:5. 5 1 .7 
0.20 0.20 
t 6. 1 16.6 
76.9 B!3.6 
8.B 10.5 
A CONTENT OF 5.25% ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED TO START THE JOB. 
COi~·~: 













IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIOll 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
LAfl LOCATIOll M•F.S 
MIX, TYPE AND CLASS: TYPE A SIJRFACE 
INTENDED USE: 
LAB NO. ARD6-107 
SIZE 1/2" SPEC. NO. 773. DATE RF.PORTED 7/2/76 
COUNTY LIN.N PROJECT RF-.970-2(2)-~35-57 
CONTRACTOR CEDAR RAPIDS ASPHALT 
PROJ, l.OCATION ON .US 30 FROM BENTON CO. LINE EAST 4,0 Ml. 
AGG. SOURCES 1/ 211 CR. LST. - S. CEDAR RAPIDS QR. - LI NII CO., 
SAND - .BAIRD PIT - LINN CO. 
JOB MIX FORMULA AGGREGATE PROPORTIONS: 65% AAT6-307, 35% AAT6-308 
JOB MIX FORMULA - COMBINED GRADATION 
1/2" 1 11 3/4" 1/2 11 3/8 11 N0.4 N0,8 N0.16 N0.30 N0.50 N0.100 N0.200 
100 95 75 55 40 26 . 13 9,5 8.5 
TOLERANCE: +OR- 98/100 7 7 5 
75 RLOW MARSHALL DENSITY 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
PLASTIC! TY INDEX 
?; AS PH. IN MIX 
MUMRFR OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
~~AflSllALL STABILITY - LBS. 
F U1v/ - 0 . 01 I N. 
SP.(;R, RY DI SPLACEMENT(LAB DEMS.) 
BULK SP. GR, COMB, DRY AGG. 
SP. GP. ASPH. @ 77 F. 
CALC. SOLID SP.GR. 
?; VOi DS ·- CALC. 
I CE SP. Gil. 
., VO I D S - RICE 
% WATER ABSORPTION - AGGREGATE 
% VOIDS IN THE MINERAL AGGREGATE 
% V.M.A. FILLED WITH ASPHALT 
CALCULATED ASPH.FI U1 THICKNESS(MICRONS) 
2.37 
SINCLAIR - 980 POISES CAC-10) 
5.0 
50 






8 • fi 
2.49 
7. 3 

































A COflTENT OF 5.50?; OF ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED TO START THE JOB •. 
COP! E:i: 




R. ORTGI F.S 
C. HUISMAN 
L. ZF.ARLEY 
C. R. ASPHALT 
C. ,IOriES 
D. HI MES 











IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Highway Division 
Office of Materials 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
North of Ames 




Sampled by _______ J...:r:uduc.er_ ___ _ 
---------Sender's No .. 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
:--i---1·7 ;3 11 '' - 1 /2'' 3 ;8" No. 4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 No. 50 No·.100 No. 200 
f 
100 93 81 64 53 44 35 20 9.2 6.9 
% Aggregat~By Extraction .... 
% Bitumen-By Extraction 
,, .. ,_.,_, ~···----·-··-······-·-----······ ,,., .9.3.> .. 6 __ ,3,, __ ,_-___ ---· 
. .... _._:_ ____________ . ________ --·····-···6 .• A--X_· ------·- __ 
7o Pag. No. 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Water·Alco. Sol. .. ____ . --·"--··- . ----"·--·-.. -·----~ 
% P~g. No. 8 after 25 (;ydes F&T, Water Solution ... _____ ---· .. ·--·--·---··---.. ------·--------
% of Wear, Los Angeles Abraeion, Grading_____ ---------
Liquid Limit ..... 
Plastic Limit 
Plasticity Index 
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory ~nsity (Specific G:ravity) 
Marshall Stability (lbs .L 
Marshall Flow (ins.) _____ . __ .. 10 
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI)---------·----------...-·......,.-----'---
Rice Sp. Gr. .441 
indirect tensile strength p.s.i. 11.4 





IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA'I'ION 
Highway L'ivision 
Office of Materials 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
Aspil. Concrete 
_.,..-fj'. Zea r l (:y 
R. Shelquist 
MateriaJ __ "" _ _l),sphil,l_t,,i,o;: __ f::_QD~;t::§t;§_JAS-El:@-9_\l);'J ______ Laboratory No._ AB"S8::_3§.'1: 
Intended u.., ___ .i;._C!bora tc:>!'.'Y Ev_"":J,ua tion ______________ "-"" ___ "_ --""""----" -"-- """"""" " 
Project No. D ep artm<:'!!!:l:: __ I n_f_o rIT\"i'l"t_Jgn __ "_ --""" County ______ "___ _"_" "_" _"""____ _ ____ _ 
Cotitractor·--··--
Producer_" ___ !_owa Ro<ic1 __ l3\l"~lder_s. ___________ " ________ ""- "- """-""""-- ""-"-""""""""-"--- " __ "_" ___ ""_" _ 
lJnit Of Material _ Z,_con tained aspha~ur_ mixe~"J@ _ _l_5 O 0 _F. 
mixed for 2 minutes 
--- ------"" ____ """"""- """""" ""------- ""-""--
Sampled "Y--"-""" ------""" _P_r_o __ d __ u"cc_cecr"_" ___ "-"""--"-- -"""""" ---"-------- - "" Seuder's No. 
Date Sampled ___ 9-8-7 8 ____ "_'--_ Date Rec'd" """~=J_l.::"'ZsL ____ " ______ " Date Reported_"_ _ 10::::5:-}tl 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
,___n_'l'_' _,ff--1_'_,' ;'"'f_3_1<_4_"_,.l_1_1_2'_' _,_I _3_Al_'_' .._I _N_o_. 4-'-l _N_o_.a_l._N_o_. _16-'-f No. 30JBD_~jNo. 1 oo [No. zoo[ 
..__,_,l_'_,J_l_1_00_,_J _93-'-l _8 ___ 2-'-I -'7~0-'--I _:;:,s_;;;,_81'---"-48:_jl_" ;;:_:_37_ 1_20 I 8. 9 I 6. 6 I 
% Aggregate---By Extraction """ 
\"'o Bitumen-By Extraction ___ " 5_., __ 0-.. % ___ "···----._ _ __:_ ... 
% Peg. No. 8 after. 16 Cycles F&T, Water-Alco. Sol. 
% Peg. No. 8 after 25 Cycles F&T, Water Solution '""--·--"-
"%<if Wear, Los Angeles Abrasion, Grading ______ """"-----"-··-"-"-"""' 
' ~<iui;d ~~t -- """•"·-" - - - - - - -----" 
P,l;j_stie Limit ___ " """ ---"-"" . 
Pl.a~tieity . Index _" __ " ___ """ _____ "" ________ " ___ """ _ __ __"""-
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory 11'nslty (Specific Gravity) ___ " __ _ 
Marshall Stability (lbs.) 
Marshall Flow (Ins.) _______ " __ 
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI)-------
Rice Sp. Gr. 














IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Highway Division 
Office of Materials 




Intended. Uae __ L':'l:l_c:>_:r:_".-_!'.<:'.X:;l'._F'.".il~ ua ~_ion _____ _ 
Project No. __ _!)epartffi::n_~_Ii:iformat:,i:·~ o'::'.':.n''-------···C•>mity _________ _;_ ____ ~-----·-··---'-----
·····--·~----
Producer _JQ.l'Li:L.Road Bui_lders ____ --------- ___________ .. ____ ··--····------·-··------------
Plant 
Unit of Material ........... ~--
mixed for 3 minutes 
Date Sampled ..... .'.J.=.§:::_I_f3 __ .. . ....... Date Rec'd----· ..'.J.::lJ-7_8 ____ . .. Date Reported ____ JQ=_5:::_7_f3 ________ . 
-
SIEVE ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
' lll" 1" I 3 /4" ! 1 /2" 3 ,jl" No.4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 Nil. 50 No. 100 No. 200 
, 
loo I 95 86 72 60 48 38 21 8.9 6.4 
% Aggregat1>-Hy Extraction. 
'fa Bitumen--By Extraction 
.. 9.4 .l '% ____ ·--
,_~ ____ '!!,_ _________ _ 
'Yo Peg. No. 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Water-Alco. Sol... . ............ ---------
% Psg. No. 8 after 25 Cycles F&T, Water Solution ...... . .. --····· --····· ______ _ 
o/a of W car', ~a Angeles Abra8ion. Grading-:..~- _ --·-·--··-·-·------·---------.. - . ---·-·---------
Liquid Limit -
Plastic Limit .. 
Plasticity Index 
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory Density (Specific Gravity) -------------~"--..c''----·----· 
Marshall Stability (lbs.) ____ ·--·-------------· --~2~5=6~7 _________ _ 
Marshall .Flow (Ins.) ........... --···· ---------·-------- -----····-··----h''------------
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI)-----·-· 
2.422 Rice Sp. Gr. 
Indirect tensile strength p.s.i. · 18.3 
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Highway Division 
Office of Materials 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
l\sph. Concrete 
... -B~. Zcarley 
R. Shelquist. 
<Material ___ ___Asp.halti_~ .. Concre.:te_:.._(Asphadu1::J ____ Lahora tory No. __ ).\!:?.<;:: 8 :}J3 § __ _ 
lnte~ded U!M! _____l!§fl_Q_~q_t._QX'Y Ev aJ u a 't:.~i~o=n~--
: ,.Project Noi. _ Deoartment Information 
P.i;oducer ___ _: _____ _!_ow a Ro~-~--By~}.-9_~!_!> _______________ .;._ __ --··-··----·· -·-· ............ _ .,... --····--··--·----~-:_ ______ ·-· _·_ 
·.Plant ___ . ___ N~rth_ o~-~-~~------··--·----------·------------······-·--·--··- ....... ----·-----"·-----------···--·-··-
Unit of Material 4 contained asph_adur m~3e_?. ___ ~~:~~_"_!~:_ ---------------·- _________ _ 
~ixed for 5 minutes 
Producer . , Sampled by _______ -------------------------------- Senders No. 
Date Sampled ___ 9o.:8_:]8 _____ __.:__._ __ Date Rec'd ___ _2_-1~- ?.~------· ........ Date Reported 10-5-78 
......... ···~·" -
SIEVE ANALYSIS -'- PER CENT PASSING 
lW' 1 '.'I 3 /4" 112" 3 ;8" No. 4 No.8 No. 16 No.30 No. SOI"°. 100 N~~200 , 
·100 96 85 69 56 45 3::3 19 7.4 :>.O 
% Aggregate--By Extraction----·-· ___ ----·-----·--·-·---··- --···- _ 94-.D,,.%. ________ -~---~ 
% Bitumen-By Extraction __________ -----------·-·---------· ·--···-- .... 6 ..... .0 .. _'./.o....___________ .. 
% Psg. No. 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Water-Alco. Sot-·------------··· ___ --·-------------------·-
% Psg. No. 8 after 25 Cycles F&T, Water Solution .. ---·-··- ---··--·- ----·---------·-·- -------·-
% of Wear, Loa Angelea Abrasion, Gr11ding _________________ --·-· ....... -~--:--··---· __________ _ 
. ~: ~=: =--. --~~--~:===-~~~~~-===-~--:=--=-~:~=---=~--=- ·:.:~- ~-·.:=-·:-~~:::~:~~~-~=::~--= 
PLuticity Index ______ .. ··-···-·· ~---- ·--·--·- .... _ --· -·-··--·--- _ ·-----________ ----··--·- __ ... ----~---- . ___ . 
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory ~nslty (Specific Gravity) --------------·--- ___ ;2--'-;l_2. ________ _ 
Marshall Stability (lbs.) 21= 7-~----------
Marshall Flow (ins.) --------------~14 ______ _ 
Hveem Side Pressure (P~I) _______________ _ 
. 2 • 4-1;q.------
l 4. 2 
Rice Sp. Gr. 
Indirect tensile strength p.s.i. 
;;,;'.rl>lSPOSITION: 
-;II . -" /0 a . 
'· ~·"'=4W' • ' " \.....'!• ~ ·• .... .. ,~ 
-By...:.;e ___________________ ---·---------~-----
roR.M ~s.1 
)OM 4 -71 
Material 
<i. \....Vll.__;.i i.. i.....:... 
- 21 - __..%earley 
IOWA DEPARTMENT (l(" TRANSPORTATION Shelquist 
Highway Livision 
Office of Materials 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
____ Laboratory No. ABC8-723 
·-'-'------· 
!lit.ended Use ..... ----- ... : ... - ... ----·---- ........ ------------------ --· 





Unit of Material ... 8_<')JTIE'_~_c:__l'l_i~l_1out_,'\,_'3J?b>1<:'l~r __ f,Q_;:_<::_e_11ti::_;:i,J___J,_abgr atory _for e:>fP_er;i_menj:al 
__ _ _:_~es1:~11g_C\nd _<'l_l'_l_a~y_EiiEi __ ---------------------
Sampled by .. . ------ ---·----·----------Sender'• No. ___ l 
Date Snropled .. __ .. Dnte Ree'd __ 1J,-l_!l.-7~ _____ Date Reported_.11=_15-78 
·oo~=•-====•--========="'=========== 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
--- --·.-·---- -·-1 'A"' 1" J 3 ;~" 1/2" 
--
' 100 
'ftJ Ap;grcgate---··By E.xtreiction 
~''o Bitutnen-By Extraction 
3 Al" 
92 
No.4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 
69 52 39 27 






';~ Peg. No. 8 aft.or 16 Cycles F&T, Water-Alco. Sol. ------··-------------·--·--
7o Peg. No. 8 nftor 25 Cyclea F&T, Water Solution . -------
% of Wear, Los Angeles. Abrasion, Grading____ ·---·-·-·---··-----··-·----------------
Liquid Limit . 
Plastic Liutit . 
Plasticity Index . 
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory CPnsily (Specific Gravity) 
Marshall Stability (lbs.) ___________________ _ 
Marshall Flow (Ins.) ----·-·---- -------- ... ·-------
Hveem Side l'rnssure (PSI) ___________________ _ 





24.3 Indir.ect te_nsile strength psi 
_ _ Recovered Asphalt 
Penetration"" 77F. LOO gms. 5 Sec. 64 
DlSPOSITIONfhs. Vis. @ 140F. 300 MM. HgBy_(_p_oi_s_~s_)_ _______________ , _______ 16_~· 6_0 __ _ 
' " • . -""'"'-~-Engineer A: l 7,. . '":t•.,,}.'';-. ~:,·c..J,...:?~.¥i?'¥ l"l1f~/1"'~t"!z..,;: ... 
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lOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE 01 MATERIALS 
;\MES l.Ji1:i . .n;:1>TDIU 
TEST REPORT BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
MATERIAL PLANT MIX iASPHADUR RESEARCH) LAB NO ABC8-708 
INTENDED USE ASPH. CDNC. PAVING 
PROJECT NO CITY OF SIOUX CITY STS. COUNTY WOODBURY 
CDN'fRACTDR BROWER CUNSTR. CD. 
PRODUCER CONTRACT ND 
PL.l'1NT 
UNIT OF ll1'1TElnJ,I... S(1i'1F'LED Ff\OM Tl'WCI< I;! PLi\NTSITI:: (CONTAINS NO ASPHl\DUR) 
SENDEl~S NO 3ELB ·21026 
SAMPLED BY E. LAMOUREUX 
DATE SAMPLED 10/25/18 DAl'E RECD 11/1/78 DATE REPORTED 11/9/78 
SIEVE ANALYSIS PERCENT PASSING 
SIEVE GM . llET % < RET % F'SU 
I ..... , /2 () . 0 0 ... 00 0 . . (·) () 
·i 
... 05 () 0 0 . 00 0 , 0() 
3/4 0 () () , 00 () , 00 
I /2 () ·' () () '· ()0 \ (~10 .. 00 
;·:::/fl 1 43 •· 0 9 .. B4 9(·) . I 0 
4 ;,:.~24 . 1::-.. > I '.:;: .. 44 74 , 72 
B :::.! 1 :.':) , ~:> ·1 4 . 60 liO .. ('l.d , . 
:·1 () 245 .0 1 b .fl'.5 l\ :::~ . ·1 </ 
:·:~ () ;?30 . ~:> 1 '.;;: , B6 :,:.~ 'l 3:':'.; 
~::;o I Oi ,, ~::; 1 :~~ ,..4? 1 4 , U4 
1 00 b6 .. 0 4 . ~:> 4 I 0 
·• 
;;)() 
:?(·)0 30 ,.5 .. , ~ .. . 1 0 0 ?O 
kl(iSH HI 0 n ~?() 0 •· 00 
P()l···l ?ifl . 0 () 00 () . 00 
.l:)I"~\' !,.Jl ·' ·j 4~::;·1 ,,(;)()(;) 
SUM GF REfAINED WTS. 
x AGGRELJf1l"E~ B"{ E~x:1·r~~1~·11!:li·~ 
:,; r< l TIHff.P BY [)(T!':()C T JUN 
SF'EC IF' IC Gl'UW I TY 
MARSHALL STABILITY 
MARSHALL FLOW 0.01 IN. 
94 '· Bl:)O 
~'.) ,. ;?OO 
2,, 3t','() 
;•T?O. 000 
1 0, ()()() 
INDIRECT TENSILE STRENGTH, P.S.I. 
nrci::: SP. OP. 
RECOVERED ASPHALT 
PENETRATION @ 77 F. 100 GMS. 5 SEC. 
ABSA v1s~ @ 140 r· 300 MM tiG1 ro:rscs 
COPIES TO: 
rC,.\'f•H. CDNC .• 
,J, Bl.IMP 
I'~. SHEl_1,g1 I ST 
-+.'-::"· :zi:::t. RI.. L. I 
~:_'. ·j ,, '?' 
~:~ ~·4,;i "'(" 
J:.:.'. 
:?;?:.:.~o 
BY BERNARD C. BROWN 





DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATtUN 
OFF I CF 01·: MATEF~ J1:~LS 
ti MES L1!':i l.~u r;:(i TO r~Y 
REPORT - DlTUMINOUS MATERIALS 
Mri 1 i: r:: :i: i11 1·1 ... 111-.1 r ii 1::< ( 11sr:·1ir:', :our:: r:.:cs r:J1nu-1) 
IN TF::N DI. D USE f1SF'l·I .· CUHC . l'(1tJ I ND LAD NO ABC8-709 
·. F'h:fl.IL:CT 1·111 CITY OF SlUUX CIT\ STS. 
' CUl!'l r::t,f:Tfll~ nr::uv.icr:: CU/\ISTI?. cu' 
COUNTY 11-JUUDBUHY 
r:-r;:UJ'>UCC!:: 
UNTr ur li(1lL:h:J(iL Sr1Hl'l[fo FF:UM TF:UC!:\ rn F'l...(iNTSJTF, (CONTAINS NO ASPHADUR)' 
5'LMPFh:S [\I() ·i;i:;:i..un ''.'j 
S Pihl' I.CJ• t:Y L . I.. (1 l'iUI I :~r::u;< 
D1~n:: S1iiff'l ... LD 1 o,.·'.: 1 ~\i/H l.it1TE F~FCD ~ 11·1 /'/B .DrYfE r::i:::purrri::J> ·1 i /?/'?D 
.. :- J [l)[ GM F~FT •! PFT ,, 
·"" 
.. , j /'") 
.... ·,',. (-) G 0 
'· 
00 
i ("1 ~:> 0 ,', () 0 .•. (:.) () 
/ A 0 0 0 0 0 ..... . 
·' 
i / ··:l () . 0 0 
·'· 00 
.. ::• / : '1 ·j ~:) ~:> 
'· 
0 ? ,. 3 ~:> 




D :?07 ,, '.:> ·j 4 ,, 3B 
i ' '.,:_~A4 '.::; i /:o 9 ,,·1. , .. 
'" '· 
'· ' ~.:.~ :;~ ·j 1::· ·j ~~:. ~:~~ ~::; '· •• .> .) '" !:~~ i,:.1 
·1 :J() ~: :; ·j ,., ~:'.; i 
'" 
,, 




:::jc:i 0 ~'.} ·j 0 2 I '.:::: .. .. 
l·.I (1 ,'H n j 
' 
() n 2H 
r·til·J 3H ... ~::; 0 . 00 
)< 1:· I L·J ! ' . ·j .(~ ·'i :..:> , () () 0 
sun UF F<FTt\lN[J) IJ..ITS' 
\'. f1l d.il:·IJi1:1Tr:: )Ji F\lT'1.:1c 1 liJil 
){ Jll IUl!l.il ).'.:'( i':/l!<HifliJii' 
SJ>[(:Jf. JC (";1·:11 1) J f"Y 
Mnl-: .\"1.·I (11. ( s r (1,l:I l ! .. J T ( 
MHPSHALL FLOW 0.01 lN. 
n-rn J r;Ti: r T F o s 1 1.1 .: : T 1.· i::: 11 C<'f H ·· F· ,, s . :i: ... 
F~LCU*v'Lh:E:: D 11Sl'Hi'il.. T 
?,.0()() 
IT i I[ n::n l T UH 1-;)/7 F i (i(.'1 l!i 1S' .. ~ .. sec'· 
ADS. 1,i:is, 1;:• \i:.o F .·.•.·.t 1 •• 1 ifr1 llCJ, F'UISl::S 
cur· TFS TU: 
... t1SF·1 i, U.)i!C ,_ 
.. .1, nu1i1:. 
II... ,'·.· HL I f)Ul ,';' T 
~-~-:r.t.:'r~ le' I .. I. Y 
(·/ 
/iJ F' SU 
() 
'· () . 
(), 
·j 00 . 
?O . 
1 4 . 
60 
i~ .. , \:·~ ,, 
2 ... , ( ... 
1 :::;· 


























.1111.1,, lilT'(;l(I MEN I UF IT:t1NSPUl(f(1T II.IN 
(i 1 ··\ E ,':;: L t1 '1 () f';.: ti TU F: ''( 
r 1·.s i F:ll'Cil(f fl I TUi'iJ IH1us Ii(;'}[ I': 1,::,1.:.· 
MATEl':Itil ... F'IJ.i·n ii I/ I (;.'.'Pl 1(1 l>l .. ll< 1::ESL'1'il':l'.:H) 
IN'ITNDED US[ '''S'l''H ... 1 l!i!E'. ... Pl;'..'ING 
Pl'(Cl.JECT 1.10 CITY 01· \Ii.ill\ CJT'i ::\T::\, 
CONTRACTOR BROWER CONSIR. CO. 
Ci'.11.Ji!TY l..JOUPl'.31.ll·:Y 
PF!UDUCEP Cl!/l IT:f'.1C NU 
Pl...t1NT 
UNIT OF MATERIAL S1:'.,iff'L.ED IT:OM TPl.JCI:.: ('.'• F'l...!'iilT.'ilTE. (CONTAINS NO ASPllADUR) 
s1~:NDE~:1~s NO 3El ... 13···?1026 
S{)MPLE:O DY [. Lt·11'.,1l')\.JF·L1.1 .. "" 







. () .·. () 
() '· () 
o. ;, () 
:.":) '· ~:> 
·) A:.~'. ~ ~::; 
::.~46 ... '.::; 
',.:?. '..? ~:-~: .'. () 
::::;? ,, () 
() ... 00 
o ... oo 
0 /, ()() 
(! '· :.:.~ .i::. 
(? '· U'? 
'i 5 ... ~:)'/ 
1 4 ... ;:.~::.: 
·1 ,:,'. ,, .;";)(; 
lJ ,_ n;.:.:: 
::~ ... ·j :? 
'"i' ... ?D 
0 ,(-)(-) 
f'1h: 1' l:JT.. ·j .;·},~'!- 'i ... t}(\() 
SUM UF PE:'fAINE:'D WTS. 
% AG!~REGA"f'E~ BY 1~:x1·1-~t.c·r·:lf)(! 
%· BlTUMEl~ n·f L.XTF::t·11.::: f lf.'li ~ 
S'PEC Jr:· l c; ur:'.t1 1·) TT'( 
Mt>1::SH1'1L.L ST(ifill...ITY 
Mt1r::SHt1L.L 1::·1 ... 01,.1 O. 0 ·1 Ji.I .. 
\~:O (~ /. :J()1::) 
'.:_:; '· ;?() (:) 
li!liJl'';ECI Tl:NSll...E ,::·11·:ll'UfH, 1" .. S .. l. 
Strength Retention 
2623 Marshall Stability (oriqinal) 
M91i;sl1all St<'lbil.ity (c•fter soak) 2(27 
% strength retention 100 
CIH·IES TC!: 
ASF'H. cu1..11: .· 
J. OUMP 
R. Sllll .. QUJST 
-·....-c::-· z i::: "' F: L. c Y 
))(', 11 l<Ll·'Ul(l 10 1 i /'ii ,'U 
!,) ... (.i •.) 
0 ,. ();"j 
H9 ... fl/ 
/.<} •' ::o 
., ,.,, .. , 
,. _, ._, \:) 
() ,, (-) (.1 
() .. ()(} 
JSliliTT.lllS ·::1 
:.1 kl':".I/ .. J .. 
•:Ii Ii I l\ f' 
:lL:PLii·111J '.il I. l';ilt.IS<;J 
•i.1! .•>lfdOJ 
~·vo•.: T:\'d ll[!1(lklL;' TIJS'i'LIJ 1:.1Jdlili'!J 
000 ,, (., ·· i·ll !·O ,. () l'.-1(:.1···1.:l ·1···1 1.)H.\':::! 1.)J ... ~ 
()()()" ~:~E f. r . _1 __ .1.. l · 11 :J t:;.i L.\' ·· 1···1 1)1 ·IS:··-1 1)~--! 
O?::~;_'.., (·:·:: ..1,_!_ l.(11.:};·'..1•:-.J :·11.::l.f'.:i:J:.:!S 
(-)00., ~;; i··-H)"I ! .. :·.1 1-):·::1..t.>t·::i )JI i) --IPf1J J ::·:t X 
., SJ.f'1 (C::INJ \•'J Jd .JU HI IS 
000.,Z£~L y.111 A~!0 
00y0 00 0 ovo~ 
00 0 96¥9 0T~9 
6i ~I 9£.,£L 0.,~6L 
~;;~~"l~ £b.,~;;~ 0 ~Z2 
1:l6.,Z~ 1:11:1.,~L 0 9i2 
98TL~;; £f;v£~ 0v£~Z 
6£.,£!. 6£.,~~J £.,£~Z 
1:11 . .,88 ~i.,ot 0vLb~ 
O/)''B6 01.··· ~ 0''9~ 
00v00i 00 0 0Y0 
00v0 00Y0 0v0 




( .. / !. 
::J(;Jl ;• 
1:1; ... ~····~~ (IJJ::J :~1.1.V<i l:l!.·-~2 (J~ (1:~1···1.::l~!~JS :::l~I.V<I 
1···11 .. 1.r·i.J. !JNV wv··1···1v AQ (~]''lclWVS 
(l:!J1GliHdSli %<:€ • 0 SNI\i.LNO;)) 1;:-·f3~
1 ~1····£ [)~ s~i:Jat~:Js 
..I :TJdJ.S .::ID HDTJ::i:JS' :-.nu llJ .:Ji!U ·v./ldJJ.'.)!.I :JO JlNil 
1.i.lflfJ(JCIDM 
1
,.1.;1·· 'AJ.I::J >:.:nuJ.\' Ji-..! 1;:J' .. 1d 
'C!'.1 ., .1.SUUJ :·:1 :1i·1Udi1 d l'.lllGlidd 
"DJ "JSi'!ilJ dJUUdQ d[IJ.JVdJl1UJ 
'0.lill "J.dJG Ui' .!.TlllPJd 
SJJ::Jd.LS AJlJ uu n:::isr1 JB Ol JSO UJON::J.LUJ 
.. i'./ I, JJV.::1:::1ns lJ Jd.1.1 /IL.I .t.•F!HdSV l'.)J:·IJJ';:IH 
.1...1.Nnu::i 
SlVldJJVW SllUNIUflJ.JB J'.':IUd.::ld I . .\':.! 1. 
AdUJ.•)d(I: 11;.r·1 SJl·"I 
:r·1 1c1J::J:IJVH .. 10 J'.JJ.:J:.111 
Nt:11·.1.v·1.~o~~SNV~1.l JO .IN:JW.l.NV.:1:111 ~)~ji"J! 
- S<: -
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lUWA DEPARTMENT OE TRANSPORTATillN 
OFF 1 CE ()I M(\ TEJ:::i: AL.S 
td·IES LAl.<OPr~TCHU 
IFSr PEPORT BITUMINOUS MATEPlALS 
M1Yl'EF:It1L. (iSP!ltd,.T i'Ll>>TYl"E n SUF:Ft,c:::: I/?" 
INTENDED USE .TU BE USED ON CITY STREETS j::·RtUE:CT NU DEPT. I i'FD .. COUHTY 
CONTRACTOR BRDWER CDNST. CD. IAUUDBUl~Y 
PRODUCER BROWER CONSl. ca. 
PLANT SIOUX CITY, 1!'1 CUNTl::(1CT NU 
UNJT OF MATERIAL. ONE BL.DCK SECTION OF STREEf 
SENDEr::s NO 3--r::riG <Ti (CON'I'AINS U. 32% ASPHADUR) 
SAMPLED BY ALLAN AND TUTTLE 
DATE SAMPLED 10-?4-YG DATE RECD 11-1-78 
SIEVE ANALYSIS PERCENT PASSING 
SILVI:': GM .. RET " /( . r::ET 
·; .... 1 /'.,:.'. 0 J) 0 . ()() 
j . 0 ~:> I:) . () 0 
'· 
0(·) 
:·:~./ 4 0 ,, (·) 0 . 00 
1 I···:, () () 0 .. 00 ... . ·: .. . 
/)/fl 1 ?9 •. '') 1 3 
" 
44 
4 ;> ;J (·) . ~:> 1 ~:> .. ~:> b 
fl :!OO ,, 0 1 ::; . 5'\ 
i /) ;:!()'/ 
' 
0 , 3 . 1,ria 
;·::, () ::.'.33 
.. 0 1 '.:> . 72 
~:;;o ;,?,·j i" .:) 
•· ~:5 1 4 . "14 
i (-)(·) C) I. 5 6 I l ' I . . 






0 4 .. '.:>(? 
Pf'tl"-~ ;?{) ,, () () 00 
0J~Y w·1·. i41~l2A000 
SUM OF REfAINED WTS. 
X AGGREGATE DY EXTRACflOH 
X BITUMEN DY EXTRACllON 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
MARSHALL STABILITY 
MARSHALL FLOW 0.01 lN. 
?5 '· 000 
~::; ~ 000 
:·:)(.)G7 ,. 00() 
<;>' 000 
INDIRECT TENSILI:': STPl:':NGTH PSI 30.? 
RICE SP. GR. ?.458 
RECOVERED ASPHALf 
Pl~NE:·1·1:~A·rrt:IN (~ 77 1~. 100 (Jt·is 5 SI~(~ 26 
I-HIS• \!IS. 1.» 1 'i-0 F' .. 300 . Mh, HG,_ (PU I SES) 7;·,;;.:o 
COPIES TD: 
ASPHAL.TIC CONCREfE 
• ..I. Bl.IMF' 
~7'i:::1~l(LF::y 
.. l'L SllEL(1UIST 
if, r:·su 
0 .. (i() 
() ()(:1 
0 00 
·j (·)() . 00 






27 . "/•:p 
1 :.':) , (~· ~':;: 
D un 








IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE oc MATERIALS 
(.:iJ-··1F.S L.t\,_:!UF:1~)TClf:.'.V 
IFST REPORT Bil'UMINOUS MATERIALS 
MA1ERIAL ASPHALT HI/ liPE B SURFACE 1/2" 
Ii!TI i·!l!ED USE . TO DE •.1::·1 P OM CITY STPEI .TS 
PROJECT NO DEPT. IJF!J. 
CONTPACTDR DROWEP CDNS1R. CO, 
LIHJ NU 
CDUi!TY !·IDUDBUIU ·.'.i' I IJIJ){ 
PRODUCER BROWER CDNSTR. CD. 
PLANT SIOUX CITY, IOWA CONTP1'1CT NO 
UNIT OF MATERIAL ONE LOCK SECTION OF STREEr 
SE:NDl:~l~S NO .3····RAl:!-··3·7 (CONTAINS Q,32% ASPHADUR) 
SAMPLED BY ALLAN AND TUTTLE 
DA-fE SAMl~LE~D 10/24/·7~:1 DA'f'E l~E{:;I) 11/1/7EI DATE PEPORTED 11/9/70 
SIEVE ANALYSIS PERCENT PASSING 
SIEl.!E GM . r::r::: T ;,; 1;;:ET 





O'.::; 0 . 0 0 
' 
00 
3./4 0 0 0 
" 
0(-) 
I I'') :.:><:) ~ ~:> j 4}; ' .. : .. 
" :·::)/0 1 1::·1·, .• .> ·r 
·' 
1::· 
.. / 1 1 ()·<? 
4 ::.'.:':)6 ,, ~·::j I 6 . 46 
n 
n :? ·i 9 
" 
~:;; 1 ~::; 
" 
27 
1 /) ?OU ~0 1 4 ,, 47 
:;/() 234 
" 
.'5 1 6 
'· 
::;;:! 
~::;o '') ~ .. .<' 0 ' ' "' " A',. ' -.! '· ' ., ' D I I 00 nu . ~'.) 6 . ·1 ·::> 
'.?00 21::; ,.'.:) 1 . n 
!,Jf:1SH :.:.~o ,.0 ;,:.'. . ;? ~:) 
r>{\N 1 "' 0 0 Of) A·;, . . 
J)f~·; w·1·ft 143El,.000 
S!JM OF RErAINED WTS. 
% Al~!J!~1:::131~1'f'E BY 1:::x-11·~r11~1·:1·!.lN 
x B:l·1·l.1t!EN BY LXf!~11c:r·J:(:1N 
SF'FI: I F'J C UF:i'1'.! I TY 
MAl:~S~fAl .. I .. s·1·A13:1:1_11·y 
M1WSHl'd .. I.. FLIJl;J 0.,0·1 JI! .. 
CliY 
(?4.,90() 
5 ,•. ·f ()\) 
'.?A ?)30 
:?H?O ., 000 
? ··- ()(.)() 
INDIRECr TENSJLE STRENGTH, P,SI. 
F~!:::~iE~·1·pA·1·J:IJN @ ·7·7 1:~ j•J0 GMS. 5 SE~C~ 
ABS~ v:1·~l @ 140 r:·A 300 MM !~(J, F~IJISE:s 
CDP l l.S TIY 
p,,c,T·H, 1:cn .. 11:,, 
J. !11..JNP 
F:, SHELC!UIST 








































IUWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE or MATERIALS 
t1ME s; J...{·1 f.:UF((~ TD!·:: Y 
n::sT PEPCll(f B .I. TUM I NOUS M(iTElntd .. S 
MA'f'El~l:AI.. ASl~l··IAL .. ·r t1:1:\····1·vF~I~ B Sl.JRl~A!::1~~ 1/2tt L.liB l·'CI 
INTENDED USE TU BE USED UN.CITY STREETS 
PROJECT NO DEPT. INFO. COUNTY 
CONTRACTOR· BRCl!JER CCINST. CIJ. 
PRODUCER BROWER CONST. CO. CONfRACT NO 
PL.;;NT S IDU)< CI TY, I f'r 
UNIT DF' 1rnrE!Utd.. UNE BLOCI< SECTION DF STl;:EF: r (CONTAINS 0. 32% ASPHADUR) 
SENDERS ND 3-RAB .. 37 
SAMPLED BY ALL.AN AND lUTTL.E 
DATE SAMPLED 10 .. 24 .. 79 DATE RECD 11-1-18 DATE REPORTED 11-9-78 
STE ,tE r'\Nr'rL.YSIS PEl<CENT 1::·1·'1SSINU 
s I E<}E Cii'"'l 
' 
r::ET x r::rr 
1 ... i ,/ :.:.~ 0 •. 0 0 . 
··j 
'• o~:; 0 •. 0 0 . 
3./4 0 . 0 0. 
i ./' .. , .. : .. 6 .. '.::; 0 . 
3/fl 1 '.'.>B . '.'.) I 0 .• 
"'l· 
,., 
I )' ~5 1 '.'.> ,:.: .. . 
n 2;?::s . 0 1 ~:> . 
·j •. :? I 4 ~:> ·I 4 i:l . . 
·.::~() :.?37 .• 0 I 6 •. 
::> () ,., 
.... ·i 6 •. '.'.5 i 4 
·j () () fl'/ 
' 
'.::; 6 
;:,::()() ,;) i ,, 5 .. , ,: .. .. 
1 .. J(',SH 2·9 , () 3 , 
F'trM ?.2 
'· 
0 0 .. 
J)l~Y w1·A 144'/A000 
SUM DF REfAIMED WTS. 
% A(J(J!~E~IJA"J'!~: B~' 1:~x·r~~~1::·1·:1fJN 
H BITUMEN BY EXfRAClION 
SPECIF:i:C u1:::t,<.!IT\' 
MARSHALL STABILITY 
Mr'rPSHM .. 1... FL.UH 0 ... O·\ IN .. 
Strength Retention 
Marshall Stability (original) 
Marshall Stability (after soak) 




!'( •. .<:llF.LQUI;;T 
...... !:::-;'"" ZEtd(LEY 
?4 A 6()() 












































. '.:> 4 
•· I 1 
. :.?7 














111~11> OFF'{>l(fMCNT OF TJ~ANSPOl~lclTTON 
DF'FICE u:. Mc1TEl'~Ir:1L.S 
t-1MFS 1...i::-,1:UF:r:~1TOPY 
1ESI REF'ORT BlTUMINDUS MATERIALS 
/"i(i'l'L!'~'.lt'1L (i.\'F'l·l(1LT i'·i.1<::< TYPF n s·ui:\F(iCF ·l/2 11 
INTEl·1DI)) IJ:'.'E I U !<F l!SI D UN CITY STl!ETTS 
Ph'O.Jl:l:l ilD DEPT. li'l'D. 




. PRUDUCER BROWER CONSTR. CO. 
. .Pl..td.l'J" SJ!!IJ\ CITY, JUl·.J(, CONHrnCT NO 
UNIT DF MATERIAL !!NE Bl..DCK SE C TION OF STREET (CONTAINS 0. 3 2% AS PHADUR) 
· SE·f'.,.OLl?S f"'.!0 J····F'.1:··1fl····37 
St1MPL.l:::n :uy (~1LL. (1(-.I (·:. fl..l"'f'Tl .. F 
l)A1'E SGM1·:·1._1~:J) t0/2~;·71:1 l)A"J'E REC:D 11/1/.7!~1 DATE REPORTED 11/9/78 
SJF!E ANALYSIS PERCENT PASSING 
S l E\iE GM. r::ET •/ 
"" 
l'<FT x PSG 
i .... •'i ./'.,:.'. 0 .o (). 00 0 , ()() 
I •' ()5'. IL (':) () , ()() 0 .. 00 
3/,;l (·) , () 0 . ()() I <)0 ()() 
i / '") .. ,:_. :rn, 1::· 
.. > 
,., 
A· .. , 1 () <.?'l .. 90 
::-~_/El 1 4:? h ~5 9. "?'? UH. 1 I 
_;'.\. 1 9 ~:> A '.'.> 1 3 .. 45 74 .. 6{:; 
,, 24'( .. o 1 (~ A 9'? ~:>7 {" 0 ... 
" i 6 ?:J0,0 I 5 ,_ B:.:.~ 41 ,. o~:> 
jl) 2~'!)6~() 1 {) h ::.~3 2~:) "/~2 
:;>(i ::>O'l, (:) ·I 4 •. ?4 1 1 .. :rn 
1 ()(-) n:::~ . ~:~ '.'.} ... 74 '.:> , 64 
:.:::or.:! :rn. ~:> ,., •... ,, I () .. , ,;) h '.'.}4 
l·J(,SH , :·1 ~'5 A () ··r. 1:" I! d" .) I () .. 00 
F' 1'1H I n ,. ~:> () . ()() () .. ()(1 
l)f~Y Wl'A 14~55.000 
Sl.Ji'i OF F:E l't1IPFD l;JTS .. 
'./. (·i(·Jr;r::FC·Ji'.1-I r:: :or' t:::/··rh:t,CTION 
X DI1UME10 BY EXfRACfJOP 
SPl:~l::rF~]:r·: (31~Av1:·1·y 
MAF:Sl1ALL STABILITY 
MARS~·!Al ... L .. F~l ... (JIJ 0n01 .LIJ. 
l.r.l!iIRLl:r ll:HSJLE ,'.'ll·'ii.11;fH 
l"::[CE SI".. UI? .. 
1:·i:::1·:1,1• .. '[l"'.Fn ,,,','l'Hi",Ll 
~5 .. 00(·) 
2965 '· ()()(.) 
"' .. 00(·) 
P ... S .. I .. 
l'l:i·'[li'::.01Tl1H·.1 F;> i"i' 1· l• .. ')0 GhS .. '.'i SEC .. 
·ABS. VIS. ·~ 140 1:~ iii1 ~1G, 1:)1:11s1~s 
CUF'lFS I 0: 
ASPll. C:Ui'il:, 
..J.. DU iii' 
Ii.. .~1 ILIJHI I::; I 
--r;:-/ [fl I< u . '( 
1 4'.'\4 ., 000 
:.'.) i ... )'. 
::.~ ,, 4~57 
.:?7 
647'0 
BY DERNAF:D C. DROWN 
TESlING ENGINEEI( 
- 30 -
J UH/'.\ IIEPfil'(l'MENT or:· TRr)NS'Pnrn 1-\T I UN 
llFFICE 0'. MATEl~I1'1LS 
ciMES L1)1:0RP1TUPY 
IT.<'T PEPOIH ·· I:l.l.TUMINUUS Mf'.1TEl'::IP1LS 
MAl~RIAL ASPHALT MIX~TYPE B SURFACE 112" l . .J,n ND 1~i)JCH·····l'i 6 
INTENDED USE To BE l!SED UN CITY STREETS 
PROJECT NU DEPT. lNro. 
. CONTRACTOR BRUUEP CONST. CO. 
C:l!UPTY ltJDl.!DDIJl'~:Y 
PRODUCEP BROWER cn,1sr. ca. CDNTl~1'1C:T ND 
PLANT SIOUX CIT·r, IA 
UNIT OF MP1TEl'U1'>1.. l!i!E;: DLDCI\ SECTION 01"' s·n~EE 
SE:l~DERS NO 3-··RAEl··,~' (CONTAINS 0. 3 2% ASPHADUR) 
S'0·1J··iPLE:O n·y t·1LL(:·1I) 1-\!)'C:· Tl.JTTLE 
DATE SAMPLED 10-24-?8 DATE RECD 11-1-78 DATE REPORTED 11-9-78 
SIE!E APALYSIS PERCENT PASSING 
SIE\!E CIM . m::T % HET % PSU 
i ..... , /;? 0 .o o.oo 0 ,,()(-) 
1 . 0'.5 (.) " 0 0 . ()() (; () () 
/)/4 (-). 0 0. • () (;) I 00,. 00 
i /:;:. ;;,~<( ~ 5 ~:.~. 02 (?7 h (?fl 
:i;/u 1 ~'.)'l,,0 j o.~ 93 07 ·' o~:> 
4 ?O?.O 1 '.5.;H.0 1'3.17 
o"\ (:.1 2:':')6 ... 5: 1 6> " ~.:.~"(.) ~::;6 ... 9·i 
I (I ?:'!>'.:> ,, 0 j 6h j () 40 7'.'.) 
30 2;.:.~n .. o ·I 5,. 60 :? ~:> A ()"{' 
'.::;(; 
·1•10.0 , :-3 ~ 6 i 1 1 ... 46 
1 ()() D (·) " ~:> ~:> A·.~:~ 4 ~:.; . ?'.,:? 
:?()(·) ~.~O. ~} ·!.,.96 ~5 .... ?() 
hlt1S.'H ~,:.~a A 0 3·,, ('I' t () 0.,00 
PP1N 29 ,, ~:> ') .oo () ,, (.)0 
DRY WT. 1457.000 
SUM OF REfAINED WTS. 
% AGGREGATE BY EXTRACfIDP 
% BITUMEN DY EXTRACTION 
SF'El:IEIC Cil(,)l.JITY 
MARSHALL STADILifY 
MARSHALL FLOW 0..01 IN. 
<r~:>,. 'i 00 
4, (l'OO 
;,:.: "3;·:)0 
INDIRECT TENSILE STREN•lJ11 PSI 3?.U 
CO!"' I ES TO: 
· ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 
.L HUMP 
h: •. .'iHELOIJIST 
~E1<il':LLY 






IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Highway !)ivision 
Office of Materials 




Material __ """" __ AsphaLtic_Concreta"@. ..5_._5_%_ _____ "" Laboratory No. AB.,_C,,_8"'-'""'~7_,,2,_4=----~--
Intended 
Project No. _\l'.'."lJ;)_epartm§n_t_"J:_Qf9rmation County __ -=L~i~n~n'-------" 
Contractor· ____ " ___ "_" ______ _c" ___ ~-"-"""" ______ " _____________ ;_"--------~--------
Plant__" ____ " _________ " ____ "_ .------"- ___ " 
Unit of Material __ "" Sample without asE}:ludur for central lab. for 
----------~--""e'"'x"'p""e_r ime1'!:al tes ti~· n_g~""'a~n""'d~a~n_a~l y"-"s""i"'s-'.'---------------
Sampled uy" ___ """""" --"--"- """ _____ "_" __ "-------------"--------"--- Sender's No." _ 2 __ 
Date Sampled ___ """"_" ____ "----" _" " Date Rec'd __ lk"6-78 ____ "Date Reported __ ll-1"!!:_-:-_7_8 ___ _ 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
' 1lf. 1" .i 3 ,:_i ,, : 1 /2" 3 ;8" No.4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 No. 50 No.100 No. 200 
' I 100 95 78 61 47 31 17 11 9.5 
% Aggrtgnte--By E.~1tr.ction .. 
·J"o Bitu.men-By Extraction ... _ 
"""" "" "" "-"" -""""-"""-""""""" ___ " """ """ ---"---" "-- "94. 4 % 
% Peg. No. 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Watel'·Alco. Sol.--------"--" 
% Psg. No. 8 after 2f• Cyclce F&T, Water Solution"""-""""""""" 
% of Wear, Loa Angele~ Abraeion, Grading""" ___ " ___ "_"_ 
5.6 % 
Li<{Uid Limit " 
Plastic Limit .. 
Plneticity Index "" 
" " --"""" -" ---"-"""""" "" ----""""" """""""--"--" ___ " __ _ 
"""""""- ------- """"---
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory llrnsity (Sreciflc Gravity) 2.34 
2817 Marshall Stability (lbs.)"--"----
Marsball Flow (!M.) __ ""_" ___ _ 
llv"eem Side Pressure (PSI)_ 
----,-----,---~~---~ 8 
Indirect tensile strength 20.2 





IOWA DEPARTMENT ()F TRANSPORTATION 
Highway Division 
Office of Materials 




Material ._ ..... ~-Asphalti.c._Concr.etaJ§l .. -5_._.5 -1-0 0-_____ Laboratory No. __ A_l;lS_$_,-_7 __ ;,i_5 ______ -··---
Intended 
Project No. __ U-7 Departmen~t;__Information __ Connty Linn 
Plant ____ .-. ------·-·-'- ----'--------
Urut of Material. Sample with asphadur for central lab f<?__l;_<o_xperil'lle!1i:?,1: _________ , __ 
____ t_e_sting .<'l?d analy.._:::s:.=.ic:sc.:•c__ ______ _ 
Sampled by ___ ------------
--------Sender's No.·-------···----~----------------------
Date Sampled ---,---------·-· Da~ Rl>C'd ___ ____l_l-6-Ia_ ___ Date Reported--·-··--·-- .11:-l.4.::-_7_fl. ___ ·----
SIEVE ANA~VSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
lW' , .. 'I 314'' ! '1/2" 3 A3" No.4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 No. 50No.100 No.200 
lOO 96 78 61 46 31 16 11 I 9. 2 
% Aggreg•t<>-By F..nraetion -----···--·-··-··-----------·--··-··-····-'-'------:_ 
% Bitumen-By Extraction-------· ------------·-··---- .. 
% Pag. N0• 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Water-Alco. Sol.,-------·-····-···---····-··-··-----
')'o Pag. No. 8 after 25 Cycles F&T, Water Solution ... -.--·-··- ·------···--·--· 
% of Wear, Loa Angeles Abrasion, Grading_____________________ ·------
Liquid Limit--·------·----------------------------------~---···-···-
Plastic Limit--····-····-·--- ---------·----------------··-·-· _____ ··----
Plasticity Index____ -----------·-------· 
COMPACTION &. STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory O.nslty (SpcclOc Gravity)-----------------
Marshall Stability (lbs.) _____________ _ 
Marshall Flow (los.) ____ _ 
-------Hveem Side Pressure (PSI) 
Indirect tensile strength p.s.i. 30.8 
Retained stability percent 90.5 
DlSPOSJ.1.'ION: 







- 33 - Shelquist 
DEPARTMENT <•F 'J.'RANSPORTATION-gearley 
Highway Pivision 
Office of Materials 
TEST REPORT ....,. BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
Material. ASJ::>lla~.t:.i!" ... C-:.<J!1?_rej:."_~.-.?.,.~----------Laboratory No. ABC8-726 
Intended Uae __ .... _ ·-· ---· . ..._. _ .. -·--· .. ----




Unit of MateriaJ_.8-."'!llPle w_i t.!'! .. l:\£3Phad_ur for Central Lab for experim.a._n_t_a_l _____ _ 
----------·----- tesl_~_!1_'l__a:'."<'! _c;,nalysis. 
Sampled by...... ..._ ... ··---................. ---·--·· Sender's No .. __ 4 _____ ,, ......... -~-'--
11-6-78 11-14-78 Date Sampled __ .. _ ......... - ....... , ... _. Dato Rec'd .... Date Reported 
-------
SIEVE ANALYSIS .._ PER CENT PASSING 
Ffl"il 1 14., ·n> r 3 Al" No. 4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 No.SO No.100 No. 200 I 100 96 80 63 47 31 16 11 8.7 
o/o Aggregato--By Extrnction ... . ......................................... _ ... _. __ ... ___ . ·-- 94. 7 % 
°lo Bitumen-By I~x11·action . , .. ---·- .... -........ , --·--,·-·-----····---· --·-··-··------ --·-·----·--···· __ 5. 3 % 
o/o Peg. No. 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Water-Alco. Sol ...................... ____ . 
% Peg. No. 8 after 25 Cycles F&T, Water Solution ..... .:.. ..... --~-" .. ----
% of Wear, Los Angeles Abrasion. Grading ____________ , -·-~-------
Lic1uid 1Jmit . 
Plastic Limit 
Plasticity Index 
.Rice. Sp. Gr. .. ........... ___________ .. 2. 480 
:f,)1~~ir(3qi:: tE;nsilq __ 2trength .... ------P~s....L ____ . 30.0 
COMPACTION & STABILITY TES'l'S 
Laboratory llmsity (Specific Gravity) ____________________ _ 2 .• 33 
2948 
8 
Marshall Stablllty (lbs.) __ _ 
Marshall ~'low (ins.) ___ _ 
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI) ___ ·---------------------
DISPOSITION: 
I<ECOVERED ASP!Jl\J,T 
Penetration @ 77° F. 
Abs. Vis. @ 140° F. 
100 gms. 5 




. ~ .. -... -. ·-· .,.. ~~~ By-...... · ......... _,, ___ ,, ___ _ 
33 





IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA'l'ION 
Highway 1.:-ivision 
Office of Materials 




---·Laboratory No .. ______ :M.~8-?27 _____ ·--~-
Intended u""---------···---·-----~----~· 
Project No. ~~7 Departm_ent:_Infonnation_coonty __ Linn 
Co11tractor ---~····---~---··--· .. -·----~-~--------------
Unit of Material __ 
Sampled by __ .---------···--·-·-·-----
Date Sampled 
---------Date Rtc'd 11-6-78 ___ Date Reported_ __ ,.. __ 1,1,:_14:::.7\3 ______ __ 
SIM ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
l" 11 3/4" 1112" I 3;1!" I No. 4 j No.a JNo.16) No. 3oj No. sojNo.10ojNo.200] 
, I 1100 I 97 I 80 I 62 I 46 I 31 I 17 I 12 19. 7 I 
% Aggregate-By E:.c:trnction ·---··--·---·· ·--·-·---·-~----·--··---·····-· 
70 Bitnwen-By Extraction ________ ... ·--- ··---·· -----·------ ... ·····---- -··· .. 
% Pag. No. 8 after 16 Cycloo F&T, Water.Alco. Sol. -·--··- ---·········· ..... c .• c ..• --.~-·-·· _.;_ 
% Peg. No. 8 after 25 Cycloo F&T, Water Solution ··············-----·---•---------- -· ··-··-·- ___ 
% of Wear, Los Angeloo Abraeion, Grading-----···--···--·---------·-··-··-·--·--- --·---···---- . 
Liquid Limit -- - -- -C·-·---·-·-··-------- ··--····-· ·---~- ..... ·····-··--··---------· -----··· ·-··· 
Plae.tic Limit_., .. _ .. ·--·-------····--------·------·-- --·--------···-- ·--------------
Plaeticity Index ----·-···· -···-··-·-·--------------· ---- ·---·------·- ·-----
-------·---- - ---······ ·--···--··· ----------------
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
94.6 % 
5 .. 4.% 
Laborn,tuy 11'nsity (Specific Gravity)---------- .. 2. 34 
Marshall Stability (lbs.) _____________________ . ___ 2843 
Marshall Flow (Ins.)_____________ _ _______ 7 
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI) __________ _ 







IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSP.ORTATION 
Highway L'ivision · 
Office of Materials 




.. 1'.fl!".'.1al1:_i:.c . C:o11cr('>t_e l§l .!5.:.§._~--------- Laboratory No._ .i\BC8-7 28 
Intended Use_ -· ... 





Plant .. ··---·---··-----·~--·--··-·-··-- . --··--··-·---·-
Unit of Material ---·-----~ampl"'.._\V_~1:h asphudur for Central Lab for exparimental 
-··------·-----·--·---------Te_~-1:~_[19 and ana_l,,_y_s_i_s_. _____________________ _ 
Sampled hY-----·-·- -·------·-·--·- -·----·--·----------------Sender'• No .. 6 
Date Sampled----·---------------- .. Date Roo'd ___ 11-6-78 Date Reported 11-14-.78~---
. 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
' 
. 
1 ll" 1" J 3 14'' 1 /2" 3 ;8" No. 4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 No. 50 No. 100 No.200 ·. 
-I 
100 95 76 57 43 29 15 11 9.0 
'lo Aggregnt<>--Ily Extnction ___ ·-··-· ·---·- _____ -·----·--- ··-··--·---·-·------···-- 94.8 'Yo 
o/o Bitumen-By J<~xtraction ---·· _ .. ·-- __ .. _________________________ ,, --··--··--------... __ 5 .. 2 % 
% Pag. No. 8 after 16 Cycles F&T, Water·Aleo. Sol. _ -------------. --------------
. % Pag. No. 8 after 25 Cycles F&T, Water Solution-·-- ··--. 
7o of Wear, Loe An&elcs Ahraaion, Grading __________________ _ 
Liquid Limit - -- . 
Plastic Limit .. ·-
Plasticity Index .. _ 
_._., __ --~--- ·--·-----···----- ·------------,.-·----
Rice Sp. Gr. 2.478 - ·--_--::··-=-===~~== 
Iqsli_i::e,;:L_:tens.i.lc ... strengtl) _p. s,J,. - ______ 3_l~L 
COMPACTION & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory l))nsity (Srecific Gravity) ------------------- 2. 34 
Marshall Stability (lbs.)________ 3170 
Marshall Flow (Ins.)_______ 8 
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI) ____ _ 
RECOVERED ASPHALT 
Penetration (0 77°F. 100 gms 5 Sec. 35 
Abs. Vi.s. @ 140°F. 300 mm. hg •. (Poises) "' 
:.:'1 t,,/ 







IOWA DEPA.R'l'MENT 01" 'l'RAN$PO.RTATION 
Highway r~ivision 
Office of Materials 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
Asph. Concrete 
Shelquist 
. _.Ze.<rr 1 ey 
______ Laboratory No •. _____ l';§.~§3.::_7 29 __ 
Project No. __JJ_:-7 (Depart11:'_<;:l"l __ t_i:n for,na tioi:il_county Linn 
C.ontractor -----.-------·--·----------·· 
Plant ____________________________________ ~ 
Unit of Material. Sample wi_ttLAsphud,JJJ:.J:o.r Central I.a];). for exp.ei;im.entaJ ______ --··---· 
Sampled by _______ -----·---····-------·-·-- ---·---Sender's No ... ________________ _ 
Date Sampled ___ . -·---~----··---····Date R.ec'd _ 11-6-78 .Date Reported _l,l::lL!::J.~ ··--···· 
SIEVE_ANALYSIS - PER CENT PASSING 
1~'' 1 "· J 3 /4" 1 /2" 3 Al" No.4 No.8 No. 16 No. 30 No.SO No.100 No.2.00 
' 100 95 78 61 46 :30 16 11 9.1 
% Aggregat<>--Dy El<trMtion -····-··· ... --·-· -------·--··---9'L.7 .. ..%. _____ ~--
% Bitumen-By Extrnction -··-----····----·------·········-·------·-- ""-'-"'--""--····-----·-
% Peg. No. 8 .after 16 Cycleo F&T, Wate.r·Alco. Sol. -····-····--- ...... ···-···---- ····-·· --··-
% Peg. No. 8 after 25 Cyclco F&T, Water Solution····-·--····-··--·--------···-----·-----
% of Wear, Loe Angeles Abrasion, Gradins--------·-·-···-··-----· ·-·--·--·-···---
Liquid Limit ___ .. . ... -- --·--·---···--···-···-·····--·-····-·--·-···------·-·-----
Plastic Limit--· ... "'··· ··-·· -··· -····-·-···-···-··--·-··--·-······---·············-·-··-----·--
Plasticity Index__ -------·-·---·-···--·----·---- _ ··----
-·"---·-·-----···-.--- - ·----·-·------ -·-· ---- ·- -·-·-· -·-----------------·---·----·-----
COfl!f'ACTIQN & STABILITY TESTS 
Laboratory O,nslty (Specific Gravity) --------------=2. 33 
MarslJall Stability (lbs.) 3408 
Marsball Flow (Ins.) 8 
Hveem Side Pressure (PSI) 
Ini\irect tensile strength psi 32.6 
.PISPOSITlO;N': 
